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The whole duty of a writer is to please and satisfy himself, and the true writer
atHs plays to an audience of one. Let him start snfflng the air, or glancing at
the Trend Machine, and he is as good as dead, although he may make a mce
living
—E.B. White
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Rates of Tuition Increase

•The 8.6% bicrease will
Ilnance two new laculty
members, expanelmi of
study abroad program
4%
BY KEITh 11JRAUSKY
Staff Writer
The Budget Task Force recently
completed a budget proposal for the
1995-96 school year. According to
ASUPS Vice-President Vic Davis,
the coming year's 6.6 percent tuition
increase, down from last year's 7.6
percent, is the lowest increase the
University has seen in years. For the
1995-96 school year, tuition fees
will be $17,300, up from last year's
$16,230.
The University plans to hire two
additional faculty members, such as
professors, though it does not propose to hire any additional staff members.
Workstudy students will also benefit next year from a proposed increase in Student Employment salaries. Last year, $10.1 million was

Soine elected as
ASUPS president
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allocated to student fmancial aid.
For 1995-96, that number will be
brougit up to $11.2 million, a 9.24
percent increase. Once tuition increases are taken into account, the
actual increase in fmancial aid will
be roughly 2.6 percent. A new twist
in the fmancial aid system will be the
enactment of seniority raises for students who have maintained the same
work study office for two years or
more.
Additional funds will be budgeted
for the improvement of the two-day
commencement program. Davis said
that next year, commencement will
be held outdoors rather than in the
Fieldhouse. This will allow for substantially greater attendance, though
ASUPS realizes the possiblilty of
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rain. As a contingency plan, ASUPS
will install a closed-circuit TV system from the Fieldhouse to the Great
Hall. In the event of rain, commencement will be relocated to the
Fieldhouse, while additional visitors will watch the proceedings from
inside the Great Hall.
The University also intends to use
the additional funds to expand the
Study Abroad program.
The relatively small increase in
tuition may move the University into
a more competitive stance among
the twelve major Pacific Northwest
liberal arts colleges.
Currently, the University is the
third most expensive school in the
region, next to Reed and Whitman,
respectively.

The election results are in. Jeremy
Some will be the 1995-1996 ASUPS
President. The President-elect will
be joined by Holly Krejci, who will
take over the position of Vice-President next year.
Soine beat out two other candidates for the office of President.
Krejci was running against only one
other candidate. Brad Hiranaga,
elected to the position of University
Owned Housing Senator, ran uncontested. The positions of Off Campus and Senior Senators were filled
with write-in candidates, David
Kupfennan and Nicole Porter, respectively.
Approximately 1275 students
turned out to vote in the general
elections held Feb. 14-15. According to President Andy Aweida, this
number reflects 47 percent of the
campus community. Aweida said
that this number was 20 percent
above the goal for this year.
The newly elected officials will
attend a Senate retreat this weekend
in order to prepare and plan for the
upcoming year. All of the newly
elected officers will be attending.
The inaugurational dinner will be
on Feb. 23. At this time, the new

PRESIDENT -ELECT SOINE

government will officially be in control.
The students elected to office are
as follows:
President
Jeremy Soine
Vice-President
Holly Krejc
Senators At Large

Brett Kiehl
Brandon Mitsuda
University Owned
Housing Senator

Brad Hiranaga
Off Campus Senator
David Kupferman
Sophomore Class Senator
Kevin Barhydt
Junior Class Senator
Gavin Parr
Senior Class Senator
Nicole Porter
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Process shortened
br HAs, CC5
Every Spring, Residential Programs spends five weeks sifting
through applications, observing
group interviews and meeting with
each Resident Assistant (RA) and
Community Coordinator (CC) applicant. This year, however, things
will be different.
The biggest change this year is
how the process will be carried out.
Instead of having a group interview
followed by an individual interview
a week and a half later, Residential
Programs has shortened the process.
Applications, which are currently
available through Residential Programs in A-Frame F, are due Feb.
23. Residential Programs will complete a preliminary screening to be
sure each applicant has a minimum
grade point average of 2.5 and is not
on conduct probation.
Each applicant will be given a
confirmation card specifying the time
of his or her group interview, which
will be on Saturday, March 4, either
during the morning or the afternoon.
After the group interviews take place
that Saturday, a list of applicants
invited back for Sunday, the second
day of interviews, will be posted on
the door of Residential Programs.
Sunday will be the last day of interviews and applicants will be notified
of their acceptance or denial on
March 9.
This new process decreases the
length of the application process from
five weeks to two weeks. The new
process will be more efficient for
Residential Programs and reduce the
amount of stress felt by RA and CC
applicants while waiting to hear if
they've been offered a position.
Residential Programs is seeking a
diverse applicant pool of students
who have strong communication

skills, sound judgment and an interest in helping students adapt to college life.
Information sessions will be held
Wednesday, Feb. 21 at 4:30 p.m. in
the SUB Boardroom and Thursday,
Feb. 22 at 6:00 p.m. in SUB 201.
Applications are currently available
in A-Frame F.
—Karen Harkins

Theater students
compete in national
competition
Sara Freeman and Jed Smith, two
UPS theater students, competed in
the Irene Ryan Theater Competition
last week at the University of Oregon.
The nationwide competition, run
by the American College Theater
Festival (ACTF) is sponsored by
formerBroadway actress Irene Ryan,
most famous for her role as
"Grandma" on the TV sitcom "The
Beverly Hillbillies." According to
John Rindo, associate professor of
communications and theater arts,
Ryan decided to sponsor a contest to
encourage young actors.
Sara Freeman was one of 16 finalists selected out of 116 regional participants. From the 16 regional finalists, 2 finalists were selected to perform in Washington D.C. A national
winner is then named.
Freeman and Smith were chosen
to compete based on their performances in last semester's production of Equus.
Shows are entered in ACTF and
critiqued by judges. Equus was ciitiqued by a PLU professor.
UPS students have made it to the
Irene Ryan fmals the last two out of
three years, said Rindo.
—Katharine Dvorak

Professor Kadarkay returns Miner takes
home after hospitalization over Honors
BY ELIZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor
Arp ad Kadarkay, professor of
Politics and Government, shocked
colleagues and friends Feb. 3 when
he passed out during his afternoon
class. After an operation and nine
days in the hospital, Kadarkay returned home feeling "excellent."
Because Kadarkay will need at
least three or four weeks of rest before he returns to school, the University hired Peter Schwartz as a temporary replacement for Kadarkay in
two courses on political thought.
Schwartz, who holds a Ph.D. from
University of California at Berkeley, is a specialist in political theory.
William Haltom, Chair of the Politics and Government Department,
has also agreed to teach one of
Kadarkay's courses.
Kadarkay was teaching a class,
Modern Political Thought, on the
Friday he passed out. Kadarkay said
he felt faint and light-headed, excused himself from the classroom,
and was walking toward a
colleague's office tohave9ll dialed
when he lost consciousness. Hewoke
to find himself in Tacoma General
Hospital and diagnosed with a bleeding ulcer in his stomach. Kadarkay
lost a great deal of blood and treatment with a laser failed to stem the
blood flow. He underwent an oper.tion on Tuesday, Feb. 7.
After returning home Sun., Feb.
12, Kadarkay felt he had "a new
lease on life." He described himself
as very fortunate that he "had so
much support from the University."
He is thankful for help from faculty,

Feb. 8 9:20 a.m.

A student reported that his vehicle was vandalized while it was
parked near Phibbs Hall. The locks on the driver and passenger
doors were damaged.
Feb. 8 5:24p.m.

A student reported her bicycle was stolen from the North side of the
Fieldhouse. The bike was secured with a U-bolt style lock.
Feb. 12 2:32 p.m.
A student reported his lap top computer and approximately 60
compact disks were taken from his room during a party at his
fraternity. The room was unlocked.
Feb. 13 12:44 p.m.
A staff member reported the theft of her book bag containing
personal items from a cubby outside the Bookstore.

• Report all suspicious activity to Security immediately (ext. 3311.)
Do not leave personal property unsecured or unattended.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of
Security Services
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"I am eager to return to school. I
want to convey to
my students that I
will be back soon."
—Arpad Kadarkay
said Kadarkay. "I want to convey to
my students that I will be back soon."
In the meantime,Kadarkay is spending his time "reading all the books I
always wanted to read." He said he
is now rereading Plato's book VII of
the Republic.
Kadarkay said that his affliction
occurred in an ironically fortunate
time; in the morning of Feb. 3.
Kadarkay "maik doff a huge manuscript" to his editor in London. The
manuscript, which is in the publication stage, was received on the day
it was due, and while Kadarkay was
hospitalized. It will soon be published, according to Kadarkay.

Pierce reports on tuition
increases, financial aid
•hi faculty meeting, the
president discusses switch
to NCAA-llI conference

7 February through 14 February 1995

particularly Haltom and Michael
Veseth, a professor in the Economics Department. "I feel privileged to
work at UPS," said Kadarkay.
"He was in good health before the
incident," said Veseth, friend of
Kadarkay, "and he will be in good
health after—it's just a matter of
recovering from the physical
trauma."
"He is deeply missed," said
Haltom, "perhaps by no one more
than Professor Haltom."
"I am eager to return to school,"

BYJENNIFER CALDWELL
Staff Writer
The faculty meeting of Feb. 13
held few surprises, but raised several interesting issues for faculty and
students alike. Most notably, President Susan Resneck Pierce gave her
report, focusing on fmancial aid, tuition increases and problems facing
the incoming freshman class.
Pierce is "very concerned" about
the accessibility of fmancial aid, and
outlined plans to increase the availability of aid money. She went on to
report that as of next year, there will
benonew athletic scholarships available to incoming students due to the
switch in athletic conferences.
The University was invited to join
the Northwest Conference of Independent Colleges (NCIC) as a voting member with full playing membership to be established in the fall
of 1996. Joining this conference will
also affiliate the University with the
NCAA-Ill.

The rules of the NCAA-ffl prohibit the awarding of athletic-related
financial assistance to students.
However, in the fall of 1995, all
schools can continue to award athletic aid as part of the financial aid
packages awarded to incoming freshmen, but only within the limits of
financial need, said Robert Duvall,
convening president of the NCIC.
After this time, no athletic aid will be
part of the fmancial aid packages
awarded incoming student-athletes.
Pierce continued her report by
assuring the faculty that the tuition
increase will not be detrimental to
students; in fact, the tuition increase
will expand the pooi of available
financial aid money, benefiting those
students with financial difficulties.
According to her report, freshman
applications are up 40 percent from
last year. This is attributed to the fact
that the application deadline is a
month earlier this year, moved up
from March 1 to Feb. 1.
Also in the course of the meeting,
a professor voiced a complaint on
the "distressing, irritating" music
currently being played in the Fitness
Center. A petition demanding its
removal was circulated.

position
BY lAURA BECK
Staff Writer
Kathryn Miner has filled the position in the Honors program created by the departure of Melissa
Rosaaen. Rosaaen, who worked as
Assistant to the Director of the
Honors program and as Graduate
Fellowship Advisor, departed at
the end of last semester in order to
spend more time with her children.

NEWS
Her replacement, Miner, was
previously employed by the University as Assistant Director of
Alumni Relations for four years.
She left that position six months
ago to work as a photographer and
to spend time with her baby son.
Having decided she wished to
return to the University, Miner
applied for and won the position as
Assistant to the Director. She says
she enjoys this job because it allows her a great deal of interaction
with students and faculty.
"Working with Alumni Relations, I wasofcampus a lot and I
sometimes felt isolated from the
students. [The position as Honors
Assistant Director] allows me to
work directly with the stuenLs,"
she said.
The position consists of two
separate parts. As Assistant to the
Director, Miner works with the approximately 120 Honors students
to plan special events, the annual
banquet and the Langlow teas. She
also manages the Honors budget.
As Graduate Fellowship Advisor, Miner assists students interested in pursuing graduate studies
to locate and attain funding in the
form of fellowships.
"I get them going on the right
track, then counsel them through
the process," she said.
Though she has not been in the
position long, Miner already has
ambitious plans for the Honors program, including extensive redecoration of Langlow House and a
plan to make Honors activities more
closely reflect the character of the
program and its members.
Tucked into cubbyhole "E" of
the Honors office in How arth 103,
Miner fears that students may overlook the valuable resources and
assistance that she can give them.
"I want students to know that
I'm here for them, and to feel free
to drop in and discuss any problems or plans they may have," she
said.
"The two aspects of my job go
together really well because often,
those students interested in graduate fellowships are also in the lionors program," she said.
Miner looks forward to helping
University students obtain the
money they need to pursue postgraduate plans.
"I feel like Iheip to fund dreams,"
she said.
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"God in the bedroom?" is the title of an open discussion of
spiritual and sexuality as part of Healthy Sexuality Week.
The forum will take place Thursday, Feb. 16, at 8:00 p.m. in
SUB 101.
Medea Benjamin, author and co-director of Global Exchange, will speak on "The Crisis in Mexico, a First-Hand
View." Was the Zapista uprising in Chiapas, Mexico on Jan.
1, 1994 merely a prelude to a wider revolution? Find out on
Monday, Feb. 20, at 4:00 p.m. in Mc 003.
Barbara Altmann, University of Oregon, will speak on
"Glossing Medieval Women's Texts" on Tuesday, Feb. 21, at
12noon in Jo 204.
Dr. Dennis M. Johnson, freelance writer and journalist, will
speak on "Lost in the Hutongs: Exploring the Back Streets of
Beijing" on Tuesday, Feb. 21, at 4:30 p.m.. in the library's
Shelmidine Room.

Changes to enhance orientation
•Comments from past
hi Preludes and Passages
BY SUSAN La,MB

Staff Writer
In the fall of 1995, the nationally
recognized Prelude and Passages
program will undergo a. few small
changes to provide an improved transition for the freshmen. Committees
are meeting now to decide the structure of next year's program. Most of
the changes come in the rearranged
schedule which takes into consideration the suggestions frompastireshmen classes.
Students from previous orientations have remarked that the week
was too structured, not giving them
enough time to settle in between
activities. Marta Palmquist, Orientation Program assistant, said that
the students felt that they needed
more time on their own. To allow for
such time, there will be no activity
on the third night of each session.
The extra time comes from moving the skit, 1994's "Moving In,
Moving On," to the first night of
Preludes and Passages. The
committtee plans to have the entire
Freshman class attend the skit rather
than in their Green and Gold groups.
The decision elevates stress for both
leaders and students, Palmquist said.
hi addition, the evening entertainment will be varied each night and
for each group. The specifics of the
evenings have not yet been decided.
As to the days' events for orientation on campus, many of the optional programs will remain, such as
the Seattle tour and Urban Plunge.
Due to the success of Urban Plunge,
which started in 1994, the committee intends to expand the range of
this activity. In the program's first
year, 100 freshmen participated in
this community service activity day,
helping 11 Tacoma organizations.

Students served food, did yard work
andfilingforSt. Leo'sFoodKitchen,
the AIDS Hospice, ReymannHall
and many other places.
"This program gives freshmen a
chance to get their feet wet and discover where they might want to coiltinue community service," Palmquist
said.
Also under consideration at the
moment is an activity credit for leaders of both parts of the Orientation
program. The question remains as to
from which department these credits
would come. The credit for Passages
leaders is being considered by the
Physical Education department and
for the Campus leaders by the Communication and Theater Arts department.
The Campus Design Team, comprised of returning Campus leaders,
is now selecting next year's leaders,
planning training sessions, and making suggestions for the order and
structure of the Orientation week.
The Prelude Faculty Committee
is also meeting now to create the
exercises that will be used next fall.
The faculty leaders for 1995-1996
have been chosen, but not yet announced. Of the 60 faculty members
who are interested, only 30 are selected. These professors go through
training much like Prelude. They
complete exercises as if they were
students. The faculty enjoys this part
of the training because it gives them
a chance to remember what it is like
to be a student, committee members
said.
The committee planning the exercises for the classroom are looking
for new additions. In the past,
Hemingway's "Cat in the Rain" and
Kate Chopin's "Story of the Hour"
were regular parts of the academic
exercises, but this year they may be
rotated out. A new science piece will
be added as well.
Last year's program on lectures
and note-taking will continue to be

used to give freshmen a better idea
of what will be expected of them in
their general academic lives at the
University. Through Prelude, "we
want students to become active learners," saidJulie Neff-Lippman, member of the Prelude committee.

the
Enthusiastic, energetic and
service minded bussers,
servers, greeters and kitchen
employees wanted now at
the Old Spaghetti Factory.
Apply noon to 4pm at 1735
Jefferson (downtown).

Amiri Baraka, noted African American author and playwright,
will speak as part of the UPS "Year of the African American"
program. He will lecture Wednesday, Feb. 22, at 8:00 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel.
Alison Owings, freelance writer and journalist, will speak on
"Frauen: German Women Recall the Third Reich" on
Thursday, Feb. 23, at 4:00 p.m. in the library's McCormick
Room.
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z iietlections on the Year of The African American
• Black Fire: The Year
of the African American
challenges campus,
celebrates African
American community

American:
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February 17: Soul Food
Night in the SUB
February 17-19: What's
Love Got to Do With It? at
Campus Films
February 21: Storytelling
night in the Cellar
February 22: Amiri
Baraka: lecture on "Literature
Politics and the African
American Experience."
February 24-26: Corrina,
Corrina at Campus Films
February 28: Karaoke
Night in the Cellar
March 8:
Lecture by
Loretta Ros, the National
Program Director for the
Center for Democratic Renewal, on "Population Control
and the White Supremacy."
March27:
Lecture by
Byllye Avery, founding
president of the National Black
Women's Health Project, on
"Violence as Health Issue."
April 12:
Lecture by
Henry Lewis Suggs, Professor
of History at Clemson University in South Carolina, on
"Affirming the History and
Success of the Black Press."

BYJENNIFER WONG
Layout Editor
•Films seem to be running in
themes lately. This week: two foreign films about corruption of monarchies centuries ago.
•Queen Margot is by far the superior of these two films, both in content and execution.
Director Patrice Chereau approaches this historical material
(though based upon an Alexandre
Dumas novel) as a character piece,
and greatly to its benefit. Unlike
your average period drama, with
heavy reliance upon lavish settings
and extravagant costumes, Queen
Margot focuses upon character relationships between a very odd group
of people indeed. The backdrop is
revolution, and all that lies in its
wake: brutality, bloodshed, violence,
massacre, and death.
The film is based upon historical
material that is too complicated to
relate here. In fact, those who get
bogged down by large casts and confusing plots probably should not see
it. Theyearisl5l2,andCharlesD(

ZOE GOLLOGLY
ME Assistant Editor
"Black Fire" invokes a powerful
image. It is a paradox: a contradictory phrase which asks one to question its meaning. What is the intent
of The Year of the African American? What is a black fire?
Questions like this demand reflection. The implications of The
Year of the African American suggest a necessity to honor the African
American.
"Most individuals won't go out of
their way to educate themselves
about something they are uncomfortable with," said Lawrence Davis,
Presidentof the Black Student Union
and one of the committee members
who helped plan "The Year."
The Year of the African American
is an event specific to our University, stemming from a tradition
which began three years ago. Former
dean of students David Dodson created the honorary year with intent to
honor various ethnic groups.
As the SUB lawn cherry trees remind us, Dodson's first try observed
the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II. Since
then, UPS has sponsored the 'Year
of' the Native American, Latino
American, and African American,
and next year will celebrate the Asian
American.

At the center of The Year of the
African American is the Black Student Union and the Year's coordinator Betty Anderson. Commenting
on the amount of work Anderson put
into the project, Davis said, "If I'm
tired, she's worn out."
The most important objective for
Black Fire, according to Lawrence,
is not simply to spark appreciation
of African American culture, but to
make people think about their experience in relation to it— that is, to
question individual stereotypes and
experience.
"I am hopeful that people will
think and not just react to this year,"
Davis said.
Celebrating the African American acknowledges the need to recognize achievements and contributions.
It also proves the tendency to accept
status-quo.
"The most common things are
those taken for granted. We wouldn't
have the 'Yearof the African American' unless there was a need. African Americans are an integral part of
public life—they are on television,
sports, etc. Yet how well does our
society interact with all aspects of
the culture?" Davis asked.
As guest speaker Walter Mosley
said in his lecture on Black Male
Heroes," The idea of being a [black]
hero is to survive - to attempt to
survive. Survival for us is in our
names; if you don't know who you
are you can't have a name. The
point is that Blacks were robbed of
their names, language and history.
What's left?"
This idea is especially important
to UPS, a predominantly white
campus.
"This campus is a homogeneous

group; Ihope the Year of the African
American can help them break free
from their stereotypes. It can sometimes be a burden to be an African
American [at UPS] because the individual transcends to an entire race,"
student Kim Bobby said.
Campus Programers feel that dedicating a full year to African Americans gives weight to the recognition.
"[In contrast to Black History
Month], it doesn't trivialize the importance of recognizing ethnic
groups," said Semi Solidarios, activity director of students. "The Year
has a long-lasting effect. It is not just
a month and then we're forgotten
about," Bobby agreed.
There is the potential in an institutional "celebration," however, for
false appreciation. English Professor Bill Lyne expressed concerns:
"The Year of the African American is both good andbad. On the one
hand, it exposes the campus to African American culture; on the other
hand, I don'twantittobe atokenizing
effect - for people to appreciate it
and forget about it. Without real
commitment, it becomes another
Martin Luther King day."
One of the objectives of the Year
of the African American is to showcase and celebrate African American culture. Lectures, dance groups
and musicians combine to give the
event a comprehensive view. 'The
Year' highlights contributions which
African Americans have made in
many areas that are often overlooked.
With guests such as acclaimed
writers Walter Mosley and Amiri
Baraka, as well as music group
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, this goal
has been accomplished and the hon-

orary year inevitably draws in an
audience from a wide range of
people.
"The great point about the Year of
the African American is that it creates something on campus that everyone can take notice of," Davis
said.

"We wouldn't have
the 'Year of the
African American'
unless there was a
need."
-lawrence Davis,
BSU President
But what happens when the official Year of the African American is
over? Sophomore Kathleen Odell
says, "The problems with racism on
the UPS campus are too big to be
solved by the Year of the African
American."
Davis says it is important to remember that ethnic celebrations such
as Black Fire were only made possible by those who created the path.
"It took a lot of student leaders to
get ethnic years together. This year
is not isolated, it is part of a continuum. There were previous Student leaders whodedicated over half
of their college career to create a
climate on this campus that would
allow us to say ethnic honoration is
agood thing. For every beadof sweat
I perspire, theirs was four score,"
Davis said.

The Madness of King George

Queen Margot

Directed by Nicholas Hytner

Directed by Patrice Chereau

and his mother Catherine de Medici,
the Catholic rulers of France, are
trying to suppress an uprising by the
Protestant Huguenots. Margot is
Catherine's daughter, and she is
married off to Henri of Navarre as a
step toward peace.
No holds were barred for Chereau
in portraying this twisted family.
Aside from their almost inhuman
treatment ofpolitical situations (they
begin the St Bartholomew's Day
massacre, in which thousands are
killed in Paris), they are all having
sex with people they shouldn't be
having sex with, and Chereau more
than hints at incest in at least one
instance.
Chereau's film is about revolution, massacre, and religion. Above
all, it is about the moral corruption
which governs the lives of most of
the characters. Against this con-uption, however, the moral strength of
Margot, Henri of Navarre, and
Margot's lover is amplified. The
violence is graphic, the sex is explicit, and the utter horror of Paris
during the massacre— which Margot
describes as a "graveyard" - is
shown in all its gruesome realism.
The gorgeous Isabelle Adjani
stars, with commanding presence and
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dignity. Virna Lisi plays Catherine
de Medici, and the versatile Daniel
Anteuil (Un Couer en Hiver) plays
Henri. Another powerful character
is Margot's lover, played by Vincent
Perez.
Not everyone would enjoy this
movie. It is quite long - over two
and half hours - and the history is
dense. However, anyone interested
in history, revisionism, and the effective, subtle use of symbolism so
rare in this medium today should see
it. It's one of the best movies of the
year, without a doubt.
•The Madness of King George

jumps forward a couple of centuries,
and descends a couple levels of seriousness. It is the tale of George HI's
occasional descent into madness now attributed to porphyria - and
his court's reaction to it.
The film is funny throughout, and
medically honest. However, it's all
a little too pat. George ifi (Nigel
Hawthorne) is of course the good
king, a well-meaning, hannless man
married to a sweet and devoted wife
(Helen Mi-en). These two good
souls are surrounded by evil and
intrigue, especially in the form of
their two sons, the eldest of whom
(Rupert Everett) attempts to become

regent the moment George ifi's illness sets in. Based upon a play, the
film has a fairly obvious beginning-

No holds were
barred for Chereau
in portraying this
twisted family.
..they are all having
sex with people they
shouldn't be having
sex with , and
Chereau more than
hints at incest in at
least one instance.
middle-end plotline.
Though promoted as a satire upon
the monarchy, this is not really a
critique of it. I suspect that the
British love theirmonarchy too much
to truly show it for all it's worth (as

Queen Margot does). The Madness
of King George has a different

agenda: it couldn't really offend
anyone, and it is obviously aimed
just as much at American audiences
as British audiences. The cast is
filled with names familiar to Amencan art house circles (Rupert Graves
is conspicuously present, though his
role seems a little contrived), and
many of the jokes relate to Britain's
loss of the American colonies
(George refuses to let go of them,
and he is sad that all that vast unused
space no longer belongs to England.
Very touching).
Still, the film works, for the most
part. Like Queen Margot, it has a.
large cast of characters, and you sort
of start to recognize them and what
sides they're on halfway through the
movie. The jokes are genuinely
funny, especially if you are at all
familiar with British humor, and the
peculiarly English mastery of anderstatement is played for laughs. It
is definitely made for Anglophiles,
however. Cute and clever, but not
nearly as important or as memorable
as Queen Margot.
Warning: this column may bepreempted next week due to the
reviewer's honors thesis. Beware

MU
BY KEITH TtJRAUSKY
Music Reviewer
Portishead's "Sour Times" is currently being run into the ground on
MTV and The End, saturating the
airwaves with its tingly "TwinPeaks"-soundtrack chill. And though
"Sour Times" isn't a bad song, it
reveals little of the intriguing material to be found on Portishead's debut album, Dummy.
The depth of Portishead's music
is directly attributable to studio masterrnind Geoff Barrow, one half of
the creative force behind Portishead.
Barrow utilizes bass tones that are
barely within the range of human
hearing, augmented by rattling
snares, bass drums pounding like
heartbeats, random beeps and hums,
scratches, and a sampled track of
warm vinyl pops.
Over all of this, vocalistBethOibbons sings quietly melodious tunes,
dark with off-putting lyrics. Gibbons' voice is naturally elegant, but
the production on songs like "Wandering Star" gives her voice abreathy
treble that perfectly complements
the high frequencies of the vinyl
track.
Portishead succeeds when capitalizing on densely layered dreariness. Gibbons begins "Strangers"
sounding as though she is singing

Portishead suffers danger gens and feels Luciano ' s
like a dummy in life before cigarettes

beats Fajita
Cantina

Portis head - Dummy • Danger Gens - Life Before Cigarettes
from inside a shoebox, accompanied solely by a disco-strum guitar.
Captivating,mysterious sounds float
around until the bass and drums enter, moving the song into a blurry
enchantment.

Dummy's only low
points are its occasionally too-sparse
arrangements.
Dummy's only low points are its
occasionally too-sparse arrangements. Songs like "It's a Fire" keep
the mood, but are overshadowed by
the looming grandeur of bafflingly
rich tracks like "Mysterons." However, Dummy is unquestionably a
success on the terms which it sets out
for itself. With its trance-like music
and mumbly-sad lyrics, Portishead
is guaranteed to turn any day into a
rainy day. A-

• Local favorites Maxi Badd
rocked around Seattle for a few years,
refonned as Danger Gem, and took
a trip to the studio to record their first

So LI*ttle Time
So Many Courses

album, Life Before Cigarettes.
Though the group isn't just another
incarnation of the Seattle sound, the
music of Danger Gens lacks a certain inventiveness that would make
their album much more captivating.
Danger Gem' greatest fault lies in
the singing of guitarist Gretta Harley
and bassist Tess Lotta. The two
songwriters have difficulty fmding
inventive vocal melodies, and their
portentous voices often sound better
suited to cheap heavy metal than to
the punk-influenced tunes on Life
Before Cigarettes.
To be fair, the rhythms and instrumental melodies onL jfeBeforeCigarettes are far from dreadful, and can
often be quite interesting. "Righteous" and "Echoes" utilize dynamic
guitar-bass exchanges, and slower,
quiet songs like "Severed Head"
show the scope of the group's ability, and even demonstrate the singers' often-concealed ability.
Much of Danger Gem' appeal, at
this point, is in its potential and style.
Not a girlie band in the style of the
Breeders or Veruca Salt, Danger
Gem rocks out in a gender-neutral
way. Though it is a plus that the band
shies away from the popular prettyfeminine-melody style a la Belly,

they simply don't sing very well.
The songs are interesting enough in
construction and performance, but
they lack the musical, melodious

The two songwriters
have difficulty finding
inventive vocal melodies, and their portentous voices often
sound better suited to
cheap heavy metal
than to the punkinfluenced tunes on

Life Before Cigarettes.
appeal that wouldpush Danger Gem
to new heights. It certainly seems
that, with a little refmement and
rethinking, the group could fmd
greater success on future albums. I
suspect this band would be much
better live, so I'd recommend seeing them in concert before passing
final judgment. C-

TACOMA
FILM
SOCIETY
iq BLACK HISTORY MONTH

. 0 0
PRESENTS A PAIR OF
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Consider Puget Sound's Summer Session

OSCAR MICHEAUX CLASSICS:
TEN MiNums TO LIvE (1932)
GOD'S STEPCHILDREN (1938)
SEE THE FAMOUS INDEPENDENT AI RICAN-AMERICAN FILMMAKER
OF PRE-WAR 'RACE MOVIES' AND EXPERIENCE WHAT BLACK

1930s.
Lrrruc TnuxrRE

AMERICA SAW AT SEGREGATED THEATERS IN THE

Enjoy the smaller classes and the gorgeous campus.

SATURDAY, FEB 18, 7:30 PM TACOMA

210 N. 'I' STREET, $4 AT THE DOOR

Experience a different mode of learning in the intense and
concentrated six-week courses.

Ir'iro:

CAFE WA

Features

206 • 383 • 3465

Courses in most departments.
Courses in key Core areas.
Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year.
Excellent Puget Sound facult)
Twenty-five percent tuition reduction.
Work-study preference given to Sununer Session
students.

WA

TUDAY
PJICHT 19
PIZZA
MICI-IT!

2 FOR

$5.00 OFF

MOCHA
MONDAY

ONE
BUY ONE
GET ONE

FREE
Ef eoffoo
imortod from ItaI9.

Registration opens April 10. A complete Summer Bulletin will

be mailed to all students in March.

Seven days
a week

W

Stay on track for graduation.

V
V
V
V
V
V

For those of you, like me, who
were sad to see the demise of
Guadalamama's, it's OK.
Luciano's Italian Restaurant is a
fme substitute. It does pain me to
see another good Mexican food
place bite the big one, but that's
beside the point.
Stepping into Luciano's, there
are two things that strike you: the
smells and the decor. The smells
are, at the most, heavenly; at the
least, taunting. They are taunting
because you have to sit in the lobby
and wait twenty minutes for your
table before these aromas even start
to become a reality for you.
The decor is absolutely fabulous. They have kept
Guadalamama's red (like fire-engine red) wooden floors, but have
muted them slightly. The atmosphere is certainly toned downed
from the extravagant colors of the
fabled Guadalamama's, but it is
beautiful in its own nght. All of the
artwork of angels and classic Italian paintings goes along nicely with
the hanging fake vegetables and
fish, dried flowers, and cookware.
After waiting the aforementioned
twenty minutes, my dining companion and I were led to a table that
provided a beautiful view of the
sound. We had been seated only a
few minutes when our waitress
brought our foccia bread and water.
Having only been looking at the
see LUCIANO'S page 6

752-3329

7am - midnight

BY LEIGH-ANN SANTILL'\NES
Restaurant Reviewer

• lUg Cafo [preo

ANY

WEDPJDAY JICI4T
25% OFF
All sandwiches, calzones,
soup and dessert cakes,
after 5pm

______________

GOURMET

I'JV

PIUA
16"
CHEESE
PIZZA
$7.50

Reg. $12.50

Cajucino

Courmal

Lots of
flavörd

handmado
cmgt

zza,

______________

' Ine desserts

pastries espresso to go
cheesecake
lotte
salads, gourmet coizone
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Primitive'power, careful craft fill Kittredge Gallery
z •Paula
Overbay and Laurie

z

Leclal' exhlilts compinem,
contrast
BY MOLLY GRIFFITH
Staff Writer

1

4

Pri

LQ

IWEE

The latest exhibits at Kittredge
Gallery presented a striking contrast
to one another. "Stones and Light"
by Paula Overbay was exceptional
with regard to technique, but was
lacking artistic verve. The Laurie
LeClaire exhibit "Estate" was, on
the other hand, technically simple
and primitive, yet emotionally powerful.
Paula Overbay, an up-and-corning Portland artist, admits to being
quite concerned with technique. She
typically spends six hours a day in
her studio, perfecting her mastery of
the oil and wax technique she uses.
Her paintings show this obsession
with craft. They are masterfully executed, with a solid, illuminated center rising from a subtly coloredbackground. The texture and color of

Overbay's paintings are smooth and
seamless, calling to mind a bed of
multi-toned fall leaves. Overbay's
work does, however, lack some emotional impact. It is pleasant to look at
and study, but even when the significance of what is being depicted has
been discerned, the paintings still
seem to be lifeless.
The Laurie LeClair exhibit, aspreviously stated, was rather primitive
in the technical area. The works in
"Estate" were arranged throughout
the room, eachpart looking as though
it could have been taken from a barnyard or a rustic house. "Estate" creates a scene of distant and very disturbing memory. The reoccurring
images of dead animals and broken
toys were evocative of childhood
pain. This air of the macabre was
strengthened by the use of childish
lullabies in connection with scenes
of mutilation and death. TheLeClair
exhibit, while not as artistically sophisticated as the Overbay showing,
was the exhibit that drew observers
in, and through its use of "repellent
fascination" kept them there.

An untitled work from Laurie LeClaIr's "Estate" exhibit.

LUCIANO'S from page 4

The\
P*Izza
C liar

Open Monday through Friday
11 a.m. to Midnight
Sunday
8 p.m. to Midnight
Delivery Hours,
6 to 119.30 p.m.
756—FOOD
0
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menus formilliseconds, the waitress
had to make two trips, which I think
she was slightly annoyed about. I
finally settled on the Chicken
Fettucine while my friend ordered
the Fried Ravioli appetizer and the
Sea-Stock pasta.
Before I even tell you about my
dinner, I have something else to say.
Luciano's is not like all the Italian
food places that you have probably
been to. This is why I like the place.
They like to do lots of funky stuff
with their food. For instance, my
fettucine was made of tomato pasta.
I love tomato pasta, spinach pasta,
anything out of the ordinary. The
originality that the chefs display is
outrageous.
The Sea-Stock pasta comes with
little clam carcasses over spinach
pasta in a cream sauce. It's not my
type of thing only because of the
little carcasses, but the raviolis were
divine. They are cheese-filled pasta
shells that are quickly fried and
served with amarinara dipping sauce.
I could've eaten just those.
Back to my pasta: the Chicken
Fettucine has tomato pasta, large
chunks of chicken, yellow squash
and zucchini in a creamy white sauce.
It was definitely the best meal that I
have had in a long time. With the
fresh ground pepper and parmesan
cheese they offer on top, it was hard
to tell that I wasn't in heaven. The
nice thing about this dinner was that
it came with a dinner salad, Caesar
salad, or soup (for a dollar extra, just
the soup.) So with the bread, fried
ravioli, salad, and pasta, I was quite
a happy reviewer.
Even at $12.95 or more per plate,
I feel that for as nice of a place as
Luciano's is, and for the quality of
the food, it is a reasonably priced
place to go. And I really do pay for
the meals I review, the Trail doesn't
(yet). As my dear editor reminds me:
"To be happy, eat out whenever you
can." If it's Luciano's, I will.

9(7uYe
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Aphra Behn
Aphra Behn is usually recognized
as thefirstprofessional woman writer
in English. Behn was a poet, playwright, political satirist and novelist. Little is known about her early
life, though it is supposed that she
was born around the time of 1640
near Kent.
Somehow Behn received an extraordinary education - she was
able to translate French, had an easy
knowledge of the classics and wrote
about the philosophical, political and
scientific debates of her time - and
claimed to have traveled to Surinarn
in the early 1660s. This colonial
journey of Behn's set the stage for
the work Oroonoko, or the History
of the Royal Slave, which was as
controversial and shocking for its
potent and noble black protagonist
as it was perceptive and far ahead of
its time.
Behn, whom Virginia Woolf creditswithopening thedoorof the world
of English letters to women and who
might be called a successful version
of Shakespeare's Sister, was famous
for her frank eroticistm In her boundary breaking life, she worked as a
spy for the government of Charles H
during the Dutch Wars and wrote at
least nineteen stage plays, most of
which were extremely (financially)
successful. The Rover is Behn's most
famous play, but she also penned
The Widow Ranter, which was the
first English play to be set in the
American Colonies.
Behn died in 1689 after stalwartly
defending her decision to support
herself by writing and constantly
defending her right tobe as bawdy as
any of the other (male) Restoration
playwrights.
—Sara Freeman
"He saw how at her length she lay;
He saw her rising bosom bare;
Her loose thin robes, through
which appear
A shape designed for love and
play;
Abandoned by herpride and shame
She does her softest joys dispense,
Offering her virgin innocence
A victim to love's sacred flame;
While the o'er ravished shepherd
lies
Unable to perform the sacrifice.
Ready to taste a thousand joys,
The too transported hapless swain
Found the vast pleasure turned to
pain;
Pleasure which too much love
destroys.
The willing garments by he laid,
And Heaven all opened to his view,
Mad to possess, himself he there
On the defenseless lovely maid.
But oh what envious gods con
spire
To snatch his power, yet leave
him the desire!"
—from The Disappointment
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'Tacoma Distinguished Poet Series.
Sponsored by the Tacoma Arts Commission. Broadway Center Rehersal
Hall, 7.00p.m. FREE.

I8 SATURDAY
•UPS Opera Theatre presents Gilbert
& Sullivans "The Mlkado," at 8 p.m.,
in Kilworth Chapel. Tickets are $6 for
general admission and $4 for seniors/
UPS students. Also on Sunday at 2
p.m. Phone X3419.
'Tacoma UtIle Theater presents a pair
of Oscar Micheaux classics: Cx"S
Stepc//Idren& TenMinutes ToIJve.
7:30 p.m. All seats $4. Phone 7523329 for more information.
'Broadway Center presents theatrical
production Beauty and the Beast.
Pantages Theater, tOO & 4:00 p.m.
Tickets $6. Phone 591-5894.

20
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MONDAY

•Medea Benjamin will speak on
"The Crisis In Mexico, a First-Hand
View." Upon her return from Chiapas,
Medea Benjamin will give a first-hand
account of the situaIlon in Mexico.
4:00 p.m. McIntyre 003. Free.

•Japanese Film: "Gonza, The
Spearman," director Masahiro
Shinoda, 1986. Silver Bear winner at
the Berlin Film Festival. Japanesewith
English subtitles. 6:00 p.m. McIntyre
009. Free.

•Kittredge Gallery presents painfings
by Hugh Webb and painIlngs from the
Puget Sound Abby Williams Hill Permanent Collection, with an opening
reception from 5 to 7 p.m. Free.

GRAND TACOMA CINEMA, 606 S.
Fawcett.
llogDivanis-Feb.2: 4 &7:15 p.m.
Also Sat. & Sun. 12:45

21

23MURSDAY

CAMPUS FILMS, McIntyre 003. $1
with student I.D. Friday & Saturday 7 &
9:30 p.m.; Sunday 6 & 8:30 p.m.
W/7aIsLove Got To Do Mm/I?

MSDAY

'Barbara Altmann of University of Oregon will speak on, "Glossing Medieval Woman's Texts." 12:00 noon.
Jones 204.
•Dr.Dennis M. Johnson, freelance
writerandjoumalistwill speakon "Lost
In the Hutongs: Exploring the Back
Streets of Beijing." 4:30 p.m.
Shelmidine Room (Library #215). Free.

22WWNESDAY

'French Film: La Femme Nikina.
1991;Luc Besson directing, Anne
Panilaud starring. 5:00 p.m. McIntyre
003. Free.

Part-time Babysitter
Some evenings and weekends
Contact Tracy Dorosh
272-2043

Make up to $2,000-g4,000 per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan. and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board * other benefits. No
leaching background or Asian languages
required! For more information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J60892

Students Needed!
Earn up to $2,000+/rno. working for
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World Travel. Summer and Full-Time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call:

Study Japanese this Summer!
Intensive six-week program at Lewis & Clajic
College in Portland. Oregon July 18-Aug 27.
Study Japanese lang. (all levels) & culture
courses in economics, literature and histozy.
Earn 8 sem. hrs (12 qtr. hrs) while living and
studying with Japanese students. Outdoor
wilderness hip included. Prior language study
not required. Scholarships available!
Oregon/Japan Summer Program
222 SW Columbia St., Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
1-800-823-7938 opieannb@aol.com

"Chinese Film: "Red Sorghum,"winner of the Golden Bear at the 1988
Berlin Film Fesfival. Directed by Zhang
Yimou. Mandarin Chinese with English subtilles. 7:30 p.m. Library Room
#17.

FILM

•Poet, playwright and political activist Amlri Baraka speaks on "Literature, PoiiIlcs and the African Amencan Experience," at 8p.m. in the Great
Hall, SUB. Baraka isfounderand chairman of the Congress of African People
and the chief organizer of the National
Black PoliIlcal ConvenIlon. Free.

WTTh1D:

'Alison Owings, freeiance writer and
journalist, will speakon "Frauen:German Women Recall the Third Reich."
4:00p.m. McCormick Room (Library).
Free.

RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.9th. $5.
Call 591-5894 for more information.
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun., & Mon.:7.0
p.m.; AddiIlonal showing at 4.00 p.m.
on 2/19 & 2/20 at 4:00p.m.
TI/EBLUEK/TE
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611
N.Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student.
Evening shows (6:30 p.m. /8:30 p.m.)
& Sat/Sun/Wed MaIlnees.
Dumb J Dumber.

MUSIC
CAFE WA, 6TH AVENUE. 383-3465.
-Sundays: French Jazz—'Pearl
Django' will perform live from 4-6 p.m.
Free with intenIlon to purchase coffee.
ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY,
51st & Pearl St. 752-4069.
-Tuesdays:Acoustic music-folk, blues,
classical & jazz—open mic night. 8-11
p.m. $2.
-Sundays: "Classical Sundays.' All
concerts start at 3:00 p.m. Various
artists performing. DonaIlons warmly
accepted.
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC, 2508
South 38th St. 473-9111.
-Fridays: open mic. Various soundspop, rock, folk. FREE. 8-10 p.m.
4TH AVENUE TAVERN, 210 E. Fourth,
Olympia.
-Sundays:"Olympia Unplugged.' Live
Music Society open mic night. 7 p.m.

•TCC International Film Festival.
TCC has been showing their annual Film FesIlval for ten years;
rumorclai m s that it began the trendy
'Tacoma art film scene' around
town. This year the films will be
shown at the Blue Mouse Theater
on Proctor. Each film cost $5, or
one can buy a fesbval pass for $25.
The rem ainding films are :Ras1t.wdFeb.16.
'Honors Film Festival. The Honors program conIlnues its annual
tradition of a themaIlc series produced by senior student film
afficianado. This year focuses on
films produced and directed by
women:"Fflms bytheotherHalt."
The fesIlval will include a total of 7
films: Gas, Foo4 Lodging; The
StoryofQiuiu; Go Fis/, Thump/i
of me Wi//;Daug/iters of/lie Dust;
AnAige/atMy Table; Out of ,4fnca. Shown on Tuesdays at 7p.m.
in McIntyre 003. Admission is free.
All are welcome.
•Mardl Gai Mariness Month.
Experience some of the wackiest,
wildest contests—from the ugliest
car show to the longest toe hair.
Live Dixieland jazz clowns, food
specials, and more, Freighthouse
Square. 2501 EastDStreet. Phone
272-2011.

eVFI-11_E'iE'IC
TYPES
ATFITUDE OVER RESUME
$2-5K/Mo POTENTIAL
BILINGUAL A PLUS
8588886

DON'T BE DATELESS!
Talk to lOOs of singles. Call
1-900-990-4000 ext. 9158
$2.99/mm 18+ Pro-Call Co.
(602)954-7420

EXECUTIVE
SEARCH
IMMEDIATE PosmoNS NOW AVAILABLE

$2-5K/

MO POTENTIAL

858-8886

SUMMER

Jogs

FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
EN$2500-$3500
& FREE THE PLANET

The finest accommodations in
Tacoma — Gig harbor - Olympia
hood Canal - Mt. Rainier areas
perfect for:
Romantic Getaways
Visiting Relatives
or Business Travel

CAMPAIGN TO SAVE ENDANGERED SPECIES,
PROMOTE RECYCLING & STOP POLLUTERS.
PETITION CONGRESS & WORK WITH MAJOR

(206) 759-4088

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS SUCH AS THE
PIRGSs, SIERRA CLUB, GREEN CORPS.

no fees
all homes are inspected and licensed

9am-9pm

PosmoNs IN 33 STATES & D.C.
CALI.. JArm @ 1-800-75-EARTH
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Hey! Are you sick and tired of reading the same old same old? Well, the

Trails done some research on your behalf, We are proud to present
some of our favorite Collin's Memorial Library obscure and pageturning
tomes.
...............................

The Complete Book of Mushrooms: Over 1,000 Species
European and Asiatic Mushrooms by A. Rinaldi and V.
What Puget Sound student is not familiar wi
devotes itself to the classification of one of Puget Sc
ational activities. This is an absolute must read for fJ
nature. Just remember, if you're going to go picking ti
what you're putting into your body.

The Sacred Mushroom: Key to The Door of Eternity (1st ed
Once you've identified the mushrooms on ca
step in your mushroom education. Who knows? T
Puget Sound's mushrooms will let you live in a soph
eternity.

Todd Miller's List
Combat Zone Editor

A Thousand Miles On An Elephant in the Shan States b

Corn and Hog Surplus of the Corn Belt by Alonzo Engelbert Taylor. Only a dude with
the middle name "Engelbert" could have written this. Lots a hogs, lots a corn, lots a
belts. Such is life in Iowa.

This insightful book on Laos will be near an
that just happen to be traveling to the South Pacific at
helpful to bring plenty of pillows with you 1 however, b
an elephant will be hell on your posterior.

Compendium of Bean Diseases edited by Robert Hall. Lima beans, kidney beans,

Women, Androgynes, and Other Mythical Beasts by Wer

refried beans, pork 'n' beans, the whole bean family. And they've got diseases. A
compendium of 'em. Some have called this book "The greatest American novel since
Judy Blume's 'Superfudge."

Madagascar Before the Conquest by the Reverend James Sibree. Most folks don't know
this, but the island nation off the east coast of Africa used to be a hip-happenin' joint.
In fact, the capital city, Antananarivo, used to have an Arena Football League
franchise.
'Young Hickory': The Life and Times of President James K. Polk. The son of a prosperous
rhubarb farmer, young Jimmy Polk fought poor health and religious fundamentalism
to become one keen politician. Best known for his restoration of the Tungsten Tariff
in 1846.
Yes I Can: The Story of Sammy Davis, Jr. by Sammy Davis, Jr., Jane and Burt Boyar.
Entertainer extraordinaire Sammy Davis, Jr. documents his outstanding career. Recommended chapters: Christmas 1947 in the Catskills, Sinatra's Vegas, and Kiss My
Black Jewish Bottom, Billy Crystal.

Language of the Inner City: Studies in the Black English Vernacular by William Labov.
What happened to jive? The lingo of Sugar Hill breakdancers? Anymore, it's either
"all that" or "all good," depending onyour mood. "Know whut'm sayin'? Big Willy's
book's gonna take y'all back to the old school, ah-ight?"--Calvin Broadus, LBC Book
Review

Katie Dvorak
Editor
To start my quest to find the most obscure
books Collins Memorial Library had to offer the
diligent, curious student, I went into the depths of
the basement.
1) Food Co-Ops by William Ronco. Food
Co-ops? What report would this be for? I browsed
through to the table of contents and couldn't help
but snicker at the titles of these chapters. "Chapter
1: More than Cheap Food."; "Chapter 4: Co-ops
and Politics" for those worried about being politically correct, I suppose. But wait, it gets better.
There is even a guide to wholesalers and a National Co-op directory in the back. Just in case the
reader gets the urge to start his or her own on
campus. Maybe he or she could work out of a
corner in the SUB?
Curious to see what my fellow peers have
been researching, I looked at the books in these
study carrell piles. In the first stack were several
biographies of Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of
Christian Science. Ah-ha. I then deducted what
the other pile would consist of: books about Chris-
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Tony Cesario
News Editor
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tian Science. I was right. (2) Why I am a Christian
Scientist by Thomas L. Leishman was there, along with
The Faith, theFalsity, and the Failure ofChristian Science by
Riley, Peabody and Humiston. Pays to research, I guess.
Off a near-by shelf. (3) The Handbook of Stress
edited by Leo Goldberger and Shiomo Breznitz. And I
thought I had enough stress in my life already.
On to the second floor. This mysterious second
floor is home to a lot of books on politics. (4) Foreign
Relations of the United States, 1936. On the inside cover
it explained that "publication of these volumes, except
for the year 1869, has been continuous" since President
Lincoln's first annual message to Congress on December
3, 1861. And I thought publishing 13 consecutive editions of the Trail was hard.
I turned around and on the opposite bookshelf
as the Foreign Relations volumes were the words "Nazi,"
"Fascist" and "Hitler." (5) The Nazi Voter by Thomas
Childers claimed to be a resource guide to "the social
foundations of fascism in Germany, 1919-1933." Some
light before-bed-type reading. Next to it on the shelf sat
an accomplice: Beating the Fascists? by Eve Rosenhaft
I liked the question mark at the end—as if beating the
fascists wasn't an obvious goal of this nation we live in.
(6) It was the 29th Annual CQ Almanac of the

This book, obviously written by a mythical
some consolation to all the men out there who wish th
only imaginary. My only question is this: do all the wot
they are simply figments of imagination?

Human Sexual Relations: A Reader in Human Sexuality
If you're a male planning to engage in sexual r
female, consult this insightful text and your therapist f:
is that humans are having sex just fine without any gui
Just do it safely.

Microbes and Morals: The Strange Story of Venereal Dised
This is the book you read if you forgot to be
described above. I'm sure that the story is very stran

Report of the EPA peer review workshop on alpha 2u-glol
toxicity and neoplasia in the male rat prepared by Easter
Ummmmmm. . . sounds delightful.

4
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l

93rd Congress, 1st Session, 1973 that I pulled (the year I

was born). Like I said, this is the volume floor. There's
actually two copies of the 1973 almanac, in case of
demand, I suppose.
On the third floor I found less technical books.
(7) The Art of Medieval French Romance by Douglas
Kelly was one. The inside cover professed the author of
the book would provide "a comprehensive and historically valid analysis of the art of medieval French romance as the romantics themselves describe it." I know
there is an "art" to romance, but whose to say the French
have all the answers? Another book I found near-by
continued with the French theme and offered to give me
the life of Alexandre Dumas, author of The Three Musketeers. (8) Dumas the Incredible Marquee the book was
called, written by Herbert Gorman.
By this time I was exhausted from browsing
through stacks and stacks of books to find the most
obscure, the most unique, and the most humorous of
books in our library's collection that! didn't spend much
time up on the fourth floor. I did, however, manage to
forgo all of the books about suicide, health issues and
astronomy and pick up (9) The Truth About Where You
Live by Benjamin A. Goldman. I thought that every
UPS student by now would have at least some idea of the,

Courtney Ferguson
Features Editor
Varieties of American,

mto
usoms? This book
jnd's st popular recreFse that like to get close to
Fse fungi, you better know

I

n) by Andrijia Puharich
us, this book is the next
book may tell you that
oric state for the rest of
)lt. S. Hallett
ar to all those students
graduation. It might be
use a thousand miles on
Doniger
nan author, may be of
women problems were
in the world know that
i by Mike Brake
ns with an imaginary
My opinion, however,
Anyone beg to differ?

Where to start, where to start.
Gentlemen of Leisure; A Year in the Life of a Pimpby Susan

Hall
I'd have to say that this book has definite reasons for holding the number one slot. All's I have to say
is Silky. Silky makes the book. Here's a classic excerpt,
"The money comes from professional ladies—Silky's
'wives.' The car, a pimpmobile: gold Eldorado Cadillac,
custom-built with an alligator skin roof and a Rolls
Royce grille. This 'professional gentleman of leisure'
does have something to do: he's an Oriental despot over
any number of women and he'd make it in the Big
Apple."
There's also a good find in Pimp: The Story of My
Life by Iceberg Slim, however it can no longer be found
in the library.
Damning the Innnocent: A History of the Persecution of the
Impotent in Pre-Revolutionary France by Pierre Carman

and translated by Paul Keegan
Hmm? Sounds they were a lot tougher on guys
in France yet according to Silky he could have survived.
Magic Mommas, Trembling Sisters, Puritans & Perverts:
Feminist Essays by Joanna Russ
The title for this thin, purple paperback was

enough to make my list of obscure. I think I'll start
calling my friends magic mommas.
4)Biomechanics of Running Shoes by Benno M. Nigg
This one made me wonder if we got this book on

loan from some obscure vocational school.
by Theodor Rosebury
e during the encounters
indeed.
ulin: Association with renal
i

Research Group, Inc.

R A
~

'!i

5) Unmentionables: From Fig-Leaves to Scanties by Robert
Cortes Holliday
"Holliday bestows long-denied recognition
upon feminine underwear for its really basic share in the
progress of civilization. While tracing the expansion and
contraction of lingerie through the centuries, the author
conducts fascinating side-excursions into literature, art
and morals." From bras to Raphael?
Another good one is Underwear: A History by
Elizabeth Ewing. Ever heard of harness magnetic corsets? Neither had I.

[

Jun Kino
Features Copy Editor
Dr. Pepper King of Beverages by Harry E. Ellis

Chronicles the life of Dr. Pepper, its owners,
its slogans ("aids digestion and restores vim, vigor
and vitality") There's a whole lot of pictures of the
bottling companies,along with an exhaustive list of
all the wonderful people who "played important
roles in Dr. Pepper's past." If ever there was a
chapter that should have been left out, this is it. One
of Dr. Pepper's slogans, "Liquid Bite
at 104
o'clock." Liquid BITE? What were they putting in
this soft drink back then?
.

.

.

The Peace Corps Reader

Interesting titles for the chapters:
"You Think It will Be Picturesque, Forget It!"
"On How To Avoid Being a Hick"
"The Quietmouth American"
Excerpt: "He asks you to come supervise the
gravedigging. You don't know the old man who's
died. You've never dug a grave. You know there's
a lot of weeping and wailing going on, you feel that
maybe a lot of it is without real grief, just hangover
from tradition. It embarrasses you. You forget to
listen, you say: "Mumbo, it's not really my affair, I
didn't know theman; I can't supervisea gravedigging
team, that's not my job." (You see the hurt on his
little otter-like face, but you keep on talking, trying to
explain—you try an analogy.)"
God is For Real, Man by Carl F. Burke

"Kids from city streets reveal startling insights into
Bible passages.. as they translate them into their
own language." This cover info is self-explanatory
Excerpt: "There are six things that are NO go with
God:
Shifty pincers
Con artists
Hands that are always beating up on
someone
An operator who thinks up a job
A stool pigeon
A cat who stirs up trouble"
I don't know about you, but that sure warms
the cockles of my heart. Bible, anyone?
.

Sara Freeman
A&E Editor
Hercule Barbine; Being the Recently Discovered Memoirs of a Nineteen-Century French
Hermaphrodite

Translated by Rehard
McDougall
The Ledges of Ment
and Dement: Social
Change and Moral Order in Late Imperial
China

By Cynthia Joanne
Brokaw
The Keeper of the Bed:
The Story of the Eunuch

By Charles Hoinana
Cyrano de Bergerac
and the Polemics of Modernity

By Erica Harth
The Epithelia of
Women's Reproductive
Orginis; A Correlative
Study of Cyclic Changes

By George N.
Papanicolau, Herbert
F. Traut and Andrew
Marchetti
Bolossy Kiralfy: An
Autobiography

4) To Hell in a Day Coach: An Exasperated Look at
American Railroads by Peter Lyon
Excerpt: "The railroads were, no doubt about it, sick
unto death. Throughout the 1930s they were like a
drunk nursing a horrible hangover.
Hello, what? Does Peter have too much time
on his hands or what? And as for strange connections, who would ever think of using a drunk metaphor for a railroad? Maybe Peter, himself should
drink more beer.
. ."

-'

truth of Tacoma (the paper aroma, the rain, the aroma,
the rain) and that such a book was a futile attempt to
diversify the library collection. I was wrong. The subtitle
suggested that I should further my education about
where I live: "an atlas for action on toxins and mortality."
Come to think of it, didn't one of the paper mills in
Tacoma decide last year to cutback its emissions into the
atmosphere? Maybe I should check this book out.
I had to find one more "obscure" book. (10) My
World—and Welcome To It, a collection of short stories
by James Thurber. Perhaps this selection is not obscure,
per say, however, Thurber is a hero of mine. My three
and a half years of angst over the small size of the UPS
library was forgotten the instant I discovered this row of
Thurber selections. A whole ROW! My World contains
my all-time favorite Thurber piece, "The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty," an old high school English class staple.
I checked this book out (the only book of the ten or so I
found), put it under my arm and left the library. For that
day.
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1995 BASEBALL SCHEDULE
February
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

24
25

26

Opponent

Location

Western Baptist (2)
Pacific University (2)
Western Oregon

Salem, OR
1:30pm
Forest Grove, OR 12:00pm
Monmouth, OR 12:00pm

1995 VARSITY GOLF SCHEDULE

Tim e

March
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
TUESDAY
Friday
Friday

1
4
5
10
11
12
14
15
18
19
24
25
26
28
31
31

University of Washington
Whitworth College (2)
Whitworth College (2)
Pacific Lutheran University
Lewis & Clark Tournament
Lewis & Clark Tournament (2)
Chico State (2)
Sonoma State
George Fox (2)
Western Oregon University
Whitman College (2)
Albertson College (2)
Albertson College
PLU
Whitworth College
Lewis-Clark State College

Seattle, WA
2:00pm
Spokane, WA
1 2:00pm
Spokane, WA
10:00am
Parkiand
2:00pm
Lake Oswego, OR TBA
Lake Oswego, OR TBA
Chico, CA
12:00pm
Sonoma, CA
2:00pm
Newberg, OR
TBA
Monmouth, OR
1:00pm
Walla Walla, WA 12:00pm
Caldwell, ID
1:00pm
Caldwell, ID
1 2:00pm
HOME
2:00PM
Lewiston, ID
12:00pm
Lewiston, ID
3:00pm

April
Saturday
Saturday
TUESDAY
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
Sunday
TUESday
THURSDAY
SATURDAY
TUESDAY
Saturday
Sunday
TUESDAY
Saturday
Sunday

1
1
4
6
8
9
11
13
15
18
22
23
25
29
30

Whitworth College
Lewis-Clark State
NB! OF CANADA (2)
PACWIC UNIVERSITY
CENTRAL WASHINGTON (2)
Central Washington Univ.
SO. CAL COLLEGE
SO. CAL COflE3E
NB! OF CANADA
PACWIC LUTHERAN UNIV.
Lewis & Clark College
Lewis & Clark College
WESTERN BAPTIST (2)
NBI of Canada (2)
NBI of Canada (2)

Lewiston, ID
11:00am
Lewiston, ID
5:00pm
HOME
2:00PM
HOME
3:00PM
HOME
1:00PM
Ellensburg, WA
1:00pm
HOME
3:00pm
HOME
3:00PM
HOME
1:00PM
HOME
3:00PM
Lake Oswego, OR 1:00pm
Lake Oswego, OR 12:00pm
HOME
2:00PM
Vancouver, BC
1:00pm
Vancouver, BC 11:00am

Date

2
2

Pacific Lutheran University
Lewis-Clark State

Cheney Stadium 3:00pm
Cheney Stadium 7:30pm

1995 TRACK AND FIELD SCHEDULE
Opponent

Location

Saturday 4

University of Washington Open

Seattle

Saturday 11

PLU Salzman Invitational

Parkiand

Saturday 18

Tri Cities Invitational

Richiand

Saturday 25

Seattle Spring Break Open Meet

Edmonds

Saturday 1

Lewis and Clark Invitational

Portland OR

Saturday 8

George Fox & Pacific Lutheran

Newberg, OR

Saturday 15

Central Washington Invitational

Ellensburg

Saturday 22

UPS J.D. SHOTWELL INVITE

HOME

Saturday 29

Tacoma Dodge Invitational Tacoma
Lincoln Bowl

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

Saturday 6

PNW Conference Championship

Bellingham

Fri & Sat 12-13 NAIA Regional Championships

Tacoma/Lincoln Bowl

Th - Sat 23-27 NAIA Championships

Azusa CA

-
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Location

Time

PLU
PLU
St. Martin's College
St. Martin's College
City Championship
St. Martin's Invitational
St. Martin's Invitiational

Fircrest
TBA
Fircrest
TBA
Higi Cedars
TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
11:30am
TBA
TBA

UPS Invitational
UPS Invitational
WWU Invitational
WWU
Simon Fraser Invitational
Simon Fraser Invitational

Fircrest
Fircrest
Bellingham CC
Sudden Valley
TBA
TBA

12:30pm
7:30am
12:30pm
7:30am
TBA
TBA

PNWAC Championships
PNWAC Championships

Vancouver, BC
Vancouver, BC

TBA
TBA

MARCH

Monday TBA
Monday TBA
Monday TBA
Monday TBA
Thursday 23
Thursday 30
Friday 31
APRIL

Thursday 6
Friday 7
Thursday 20
Friday 21
Thursday 27
Friday 28
MAY

Thursday 4
Friday 5

1995 CREW REGATTA SCHEDULE
Date
March
SATURDAY 25

SPU-PLU

AMERICAN LAKE

Swrday 1

Husky Invitational

Seattle, WA

Saturday 8

OSU Invitational

Corvallis, OR

Saturday 15

WSU/Stanford

Pullman, WA

SATURDAY 22

MEYER-LAMBERTH

AMERICAN LAKE

CASCADE SPRINTS

AMERICAN LAKE

Saturday 13

Northwest Regionals

Vancouver, WA

Sat & Sun 20&21

Pac. Coast Rowing Champ. Sacramento, CA

April

SATURDAY
May
Tuesday
Tuesday

Opponent

29

May

ff

Spnng Sports Schedules
1995 SOFTBALL
Date
March
FRIDAY 10
SATURDAY 11
Thur/Saturday 16/18
Saturday
25

Opponent

Location

Time

GEORGE FOX COLLEGE
CONCORDIA COLLEGE
Western Oregon State Tourney
*CVjIJ Tournament

PECK FIELD
PECK FIELD
Monmouth, OR
Ellensburg

3:00PM
2:00PM
TBA
All Day

April
SATURDAY
THURSDAY 6
Saturday
8
Thursday
13
Saturday
15
Thursday
20
Saturday
22
SUNDAY
23
Tuesday
25
THURSDAY 27
Saturday
29
SUNDAY
30

*ST MARTIN'S COLLEGE
*f%j WASHINGTON
*Weste rn Washington
George Fox College
* Simon
Fraser University
*St. Martin's College
*Central Washington University
UNIVERSiTY OF OREGON
Pacific Lutheran University
*WWU
Portland State University
*SON FRASER UNIVERSITY

PECK FIELD
2:00PM
PECK FIELD
2:00PM
Bellingham
1:00pm
Newberg OR
3:30pm
White Rock, B.C. 1:00pm
Lacey TBA
Ellensburg
1:00pm
PECK FIELD
1:00PM
Parkiand
3:00pm
PECK FIELD
2:00PM
Portland, OR
11:00am
PECK FIELD
12:00PM
.

MAY

Wednesday
Friday/
Saturday

3
5-6

University of Washington
PNWAC Conference Playoffs

Seattle
ThA

3:00pm
TBA

Th - Sat

11-13

NAIA Regional Tournament

TBA

TBA

* = Denotes Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference (PNWAC) Games

Logger women fall to two Weather hamDers PNWAC swimmina
BYJAY ARTHUR
that event, but finished secondbehind before they travel to the NAIA Na&aff Writer
a swimmer from Washington State tional Swimming and Diving Chamnationally ranked opponents
University.
pionships in San Antonio, Texas, on

PNWAC's top two teams prove too tough for Loggers
BYJAY ARThUR
Staff Writer

Wendy Davis led the Loggers with
20 points, and Susan Overton fmished with 14.
The Puget Sound womens basketThe sloppy game was filled with
ball teams' tasks for this week in- turnovers. The Vikings ended up
cluded taking on the top two teams with 30 for the evening, and the
in the Pacific Northwest Athletic Loggers had 25. The Loggers shot
Conference, and that proved to be a only 38.3 percent for the game, while
very difficult task indeed. The Log- Western made 55.6 percent of their
gers dropped a close game to West- shots.
ern Washington, 65-60, and could
On Saturday, the Loggers lost for
not keep pace with St. Martin's, 83- third time to St. Martin's, the team
65.
currently in first place in the conferThe Loggers led 23rd-ranked ence. Olivia Carrillo, the conferWestern Washington at the half, 38- ences leading scorer, killed the Log36, and built that to a seven point gers once again finishing with 32
advantage with 10:57 remaining in points. Renee Kuehner scored 15
the game. points for the Saints, and Jenny
But the Vikings came back. They Mahlstedt added 13. Aretha Willtook the lead for good with 5:40 left iams wound up with 10.
on the clock when Gina Sampson
Davis again led the Loggers with
converted on a three point play to 17 points, and Overton and freshmake the score 59-58.
man Kara Morgan both scored 11.
Sampson led the Vikings with 23 The Loggers conclude their seapoints and 13 rebounds. Shannon son on the road with contests against
Anderson added 16 points, and LC State, Seattle University, and
Allison Hull put in 13. Simon Fraser.

St. Martin's
Western Washingon
Simon Fraser
Lewis-Clark State
Seattle University

Conf
7-2
7-2
7-2
6-4
3-6

Overall
26-3
18-6
17-6
18-8
11-13

PUGET SOUND

1-7

9-16

Central Washington

0-8

3-19

Due to the adverse weather conditions over the weekend, the Puget
Sound swim teams, along with Evergreen State and Simon Fraser, were
forced to leave the Pacific Northwest
Athletic Conference Swimming and
Diving Championships a day early.
This left Central Washington as the
only team remaining for the final day
of competition, and they were just
able to overcome the Loggers lead
and win the title. On the women's
side, however, the coaches agreed to
base the scores on the time trials, so
the Logger women did not have to
swim against Simon Fraser, the team
that beat them twice already this year.
The Loggers received terrific perfonnances fromNeil Ichiki, who won
the 100 breaststroke, as well as from
Michelle Panish, the women's winner
in the same evenL Ben Johnson, Marc
Kincaid, and Joe Olszewski finished 12-3 in the 100 backstroke, and the Logger men also won both the 800 freestyle
relay and the 200 medley relay.
Other top finisher included Jeff
Leid, who took fourth inthe 400 individual medley for the men, while
Angela Butler took fourth inthe same
event for the women. Greg Kabacy
finished second in the 100 butterfly,
while Panish finished fourth in the
100 fly. Sean Dowling took home
fourth place in the 200 freestyle, and
Derek Wong finished third in the 100
backstroke. Jennifer Lane also finished second in the 100 backstroke.
Lane was the top NAIA finisher in

The Loggers have three weeks off

March 1-4.

1995 SUMMER CONFERENCE STUDENT
STAFF APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVA1IJELE. FOUR
MAY 15-AuG 11. CO?,tpIINsAHOUSING, SOME MEALS. OPEN TO

FULL TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
TION INCLUDES HOURLY RATE,

ALL STUDENTs; ENTHUSIASTIC AND CUSTOMER SERVICE ORIENTED
PEOPLE ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY.
APPLICATION DEADLINE FEB.
CONFERENCE OFFICE,

great
scores...

OT/PT

28. CONTACT SUMMER
BUILDING

C-lOS, x3483.

9REaF I
M

g.t a

higher score

KAPLAN

call: 1 -800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS
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Losses keep coming
ofor men s basketball

Matt Droege, a senior from
Cottage Grove, Oregon, is the
University of Puget Sound
Athlete of the Week, and has
also been named the Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the Week.
Against Seattle University,
Droege scored 19 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds.
In the loss to Lewis-Clark
State, Droege tied the PNWAC
single game scoring record
with 41 points and also
grabbed 15 rebounds as he led
the Logger comeback. Of his
41 points, 32 came in the second half.
Droege leads the Loggers
in scoring for the season, as he
is averaging 16.5 points per
game. He shoots 56.5 percent
from the field. He is second
on the team in both rebounding and blocked shots, averaging 6.8 boards with 17 blocks.
He also leads the team in three
point field goal percentage,
hitting on fifty percent of his
shots from behind the three
point arc

Droege's 41 can't stop the bleeding
as Loggers drop two more
BY SETH DONSKER
Sports Editor

The Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference season has not been kind
to Puget Sound's mens basketball
team in 1995. That did not change
this week, as the Loggers were
crushed by Seattle University 93-77
and lost to Lewis-Clark State 86-78
after being down by as many as 27
points.
On Thursday against Seattle U.,
the Loggers hung tough in the first
half and trailed by just two at halftime. The Chieftains built the lead
up to 12 in the second half, but the
Loggers erased much of that margin
when Brian Vukelich put in a lay-in
to cut the lead to four. That was as
close as they would get, however, as
the Chieftains' Dan Canover nailed
two three pointers to put Seattle U.
up by ten. That turned into a 15-0
run which ended hope for the Loggers.
Vukelich led the Loggers in scoring, as he has done for much of the
season, with 20 points. He also
pulled down 16 rebounds. Matt
Droege, the Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference Player of the Week,
put in 19 points and grabbed 10
boards, and Whitney Dixon scored
18. Corey Van Lith scored his Loggers career high with 13 points.
The Loggers started off horren-

dously on Saturday againstLC State
and trailed 46-25 at halftime. The
Warriors increased that lead to 27
points with under ten minutes remaining when the Loggers stormed
back. Led by Droege's career high
41 points and 15 rebounds, the
Loggers cut the lead down to seven
with 2:29 remaining, and Vukelich
hammered home a dunk. LC State
was able to hold on from there,
however, and the Loggers dropped
to 2-6 in the conference.
Droege scored 32 of his 41 points
and 10 of his 15 rebounds during
the second half.
The Loggers as a whole shot
only 50 percent from the field for
the game, and only 37 percent during the first half.
As if things weren't going bad
enough for the Loggers, two starters went out with injuries as
Marshall Bennett was lost for two
weeks with a sprained ankle and
Manny Martucci was lost for the
year with a knee injury. Due to the
injuries, freshman Derek Pender
has been pushed into the starting
line-up.
The Loggers hope to salvage the
remains of the season and earn a
playoff spot when they host Western Washington tonight and Simon
Fraser on Saturday at Memorial
Fieldhouse. Both games tip off at
7:OOpm.

Who: Matt Droege, Senior
Men's Basketball
Cottage Grove, Oregon
UPS player of the Week &
PNWAC athlete of the Week
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ALPHA PHI
WELCOMES

ou 1995

SPRING

PLEDGE CLASS
JENNIFER ALLRED

SALLY NEACE

KRISTEN ARMSTRONG

KAIu NELSON

CHARLOTr'E BLISS

LINDSEY NOGUCFH

CHRISTINA BOYDEN

LILA PANKEY

Ci-misi'y BRASHER

STEFANIE PETERSON

CAT CABALO

TRIFFY PLAGMANN

ALISON CLODE

KIRSTEN QUELLO

KATIE CORUSS

RAYANN PALLS

ZOE DEUNGANIS

DAYNA RUHOFF

MOLLY ERB

MORGAN SAUSBURY

ROBIN FRAZEE

ASHLEY SAULS

JENNY GALITZ

KYMRY SCHMIDT

ASHLEY KiNG

DAUCE UPTON

DAWN LE

KELCY WEST

STEPHANIE MCGLONE

KIMBERLY WHITEHORSE

Eiuic& NAGGI

LAUREN ZYBURA

American taxpayers are winners, not victims C
,)
•A big sarcastic
whine for the
"overburdened"
taxpayer
BY DAVID FRANZEN
Contributing Editor
I'mwritmg this on Saturday morning. I just got home from a huge
breakfast at the Sunriser, and I've
fmished putting together all my earning statements my dad's accountant
needs to file my taxes. Yeah, I said
my dad's accountant—I'm a spoiled
little bourgeous white boy, I know.
Last year I think my taxes were
about $300. Iwasn't real happy about
paying them, and I'm notreally looking forward to paying my taxes this
year. $300 seems like a lot of money
to shell out in one lump. A lot of
people pay a lot more than me and
some pay less. But $300 was more
than I usually made in a month last
year.
But paying taxes is a pretty petty,
selfish thing to complain about. I
mean for all my sacrifice to the fed-

le.t. ters
editor
Reader understands value
of education
If Ihad a nickel for every time I've
heard "we pay $20,000 to go here
and we still don't get.. .," I might
have just enough money to afford
this backbreaking extortionist institution without having to take a loan
out against the birth of my first child.
I'lll agree that this place costs an
extraordinary amount of money (in
fact will agree right alongwith me).
But, the value of my education became apparent when I worked my
career building summer intership at
Red Robin, as a waitress. I'm glad I
had those liberal arts thinking processes finn in my mind to decide do
I go ahead and serve the burger Ijust
dropped on the floor or do I have a
new one made? But I digress...
I have discovered a few ways to
get my full money's worth out of this
university. One way is too fill my
pockets up with cookies every time
I enter the SUB. However, SUB
economizing has become very difficult as of late. So, in my continuing
attempt to milk the system, I have
started to go to the ASUPS sponsored events. Just about every one I
have attended has proved to beworth
my time and, at the least, entertaining. When I went to see "Shoehorn"
the other day, I was amazed for two
reasons. The tap and saxophone
knocked me out, and only about

eral government I can still afford to
eat out a lot. If I didn't have to pay
taxes, I'd probably end up spending
the money on expensive beer and
pizza—does this inspire your sympathy? As far as Iknow, nobody has

I'm not saying paying taxes is going
to fix things.
My $300 isn't
going to make life
better for the
super exploited
proletariat of the
world or even poor
people in America.
ever starved to death because their
taxes were too high.
I can't help but remember --- my
dad's birthday dinner last month, at
E.R. Rogers in Steilacoom. The filet

twenty people showed up to engoy
the show. About half of the people
there even bought tickets to get in
because they were non students.
Everyone else who sat in their dorm
studying, contemplating their navel,
or doing something else equally useless really missed out.
I suggest that all students at least
attend one ASUPS sponspered event
a month. Otherwise, all your tuition
dollars are going to be wasted on the
few people who show up hoping for
free breadsticks. You may actually
meet someone who show up hoping
for free breadsticks. You may actually meet someone who has received
the full benefits of a liberal arts education. Jfnot,you could always look
at The Bartending Institute.

II

mignon Tate cost somewhere around
twenty bucks. Add on top of that the
$530 scotch I drank, the two bottles
of wine we drank and dessert. The
tabprobably equals more than! spend
on a semesters' groceries. I didn't
have any cognac after dinner because I was driving, but it alone
probably cost what a migrant farm
worker family spends on breakfast
for a week.
We were there with my dad's
brother, who's got a lot of money
and a huge gated house in Olympia.
He used to own corporations. My
parents, of course, have no where
near that much money; their house
cost under (just barely) $100,000
dollars, which in Western Washington isn't that much. But my parents
are easily impressed by opulence.
My uncle gave my dad the two
Rush Limbaugh books for his
birthday.It was very hard to suppress my urge to start making loud
obnoxiousbleatingnoises. "Baaaaaa,
baaaaaa, baaaaaa."
But this was an all too familiar
situation for me. When my family
gets together like this they eat and
drink a lot of exquisite food and

liquor and complain about how hard
life in America has been on them and
how everybody is dumber than they
are.
My opinions don't count. I know
ill try to question anything—ask for
proof to substantiate ungainly, reductionist, sociological assertions,
for example—I get the evil eye. I
usuallyjust getmyself another scotch
and shut up.
I guess I have the luxury of complaining about them behind theirback
here, which is kind of stupid really.
But starting arguments and talking
myself blue in the face isn't going to
convince my family of anything. I
don't really have much to say to
them anyway except a big sarcastic
whine, "Wyaaaaaaaa?' Isimply have
no sympathy for their "plight."
The people who complain the most
about taxes seem to be those that eat
the best. Rich people will tell you
that they pay more taxes than anyone else. Okay, so what?
There just seems to be more important things to worry about. Typical taxpayer complaints are usually
couched in highly moralistic, idealistic language. Taxes are an unfair

scheme to tether your god given right
to acquire as much wealth as you
possibly can before you die, or taxes
take everything you've "worked
hard" to build for yourself, or the
government just wastes all that
money on people who don't want to
work for a living. I know my paraphrasing here is harsh, but I'm being
bitter now.
These arguments would be valid if
it were true that peoples' incomes
were proportional to "how hard" they
worked, if the world was fair. But
this is a lie.
Most of the work done in the
world is done by the poorest paid,
most powerless people in the world.
And how would you measure how
"hard" work is? My uncle complains
about how hard ajob he had when he
was a corporate chairman of the
board—how he had to fly around the
country first class all the time and
talk to people. Iconcede that it sounds
like a stressful job, but is it "harder"
than picking vegetables ten hours a
day for minimum wage?
People who complain about taxes

ers." Proven, apparently the alternative to proved preferred by the editors of the Trail, should be used as an
adjective, as in "Lecn Panetta is a
proven leader." Had I said "Leon
Panetta has proven. . ."then the Trail
should have entitled its article
"Panetta Chose as Commencement
Speaker." Both are equally ridiculous.
Without citing the many authoritative sources that vindicate my usage,! must make a largerpoint about

the use of sic in the Trail. When
quoting a speaker there is no reason
to acknowledge slight grammatical
errcrs. Even ill had incorectl ':sed
proven, there would be no reason to
attribute the error to me. All efforts
of the Trail notwithstanding, the
grammatical precision of the spoken
word will remain imperfect. But if
for some reason you insist on using
sic, please use it correctly.
All of this should not obscure the
fact that Leon Panetta will speak at

commencement on May 13th. And
if he errs in saying that "the University of Puget Sound has proven its
abiuty to .iucatc the next generation," I promise not to stand up and
scream "SIC!" After all, we at Puget
Sound will by then have proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that we can
sit back, listen, and enjoy the oration
of a great and proven leader.

see TAXES page 14

Sincerely,
Kevin Price

r*

Thank you,
Kirsten Axelsen

-

Save "sic" to where it's
really necessary
Dear Editor:
In an effort to prove my innocence
of any verbal transgression—and to
make a larger point—I have elected
to write in response to one feature of
last week's Trail article "Panetta
Chosen as Commencement
Speaker."
The Trail correctly quoted me as
saying about Mr. Panetta that "He
has proved that you can be honorable and universally respected while
being politically successful." But
there was a curious addition to my
words. For some reason, the Trail
chose to insert after "proved" the
Latin sic, implying that my usage
was incorrect. It wasn't.
According to the Oxford American Dictionary, "The past participle
proved is preferred by careful writ-
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TAXES from page 13
principal, because they pay an
Z on"unfair
burden," are complaining

about the rules of an economic game
Q
j....q already rigged in their favor.
a nation we've managed to
Z shipAsmost
of the shit work overseas.

Q

Domestic undesirable jobs, ie., low
paying, we reserve for imported
labor or underclass racial groups,
prisoners, the young, and women.
Our clothes are sewn by slave labor
in China, our food is picked by migrant laborers always suspect of being illegal immigrants who have
"cheated the system," and our electronics manufactured by east and
southeast Asian women who face
the oh so appealing choice between
a sub-U.S. minimum wage factory
job or life in a patriarchal traditional
lifestyle.
I know these are grossly oversimplified examples, but my point is
that! don't get the chance to eat filet
mignon, drink ten year old scotch,
and go to college because I or anybody in my family works harder
than 99% of the world's population.
I'm well off because lam privileged
to be in the right place in a global
political economy based on unequal
distribution.
Shit, eveiybody works. I worked
on a farm with migrant workers a
couple summers during high school
doing harder work than I'll probably
ever do again in my life. It was work
that demanded more substantial
physical sacrifice than the cushy
writing jobs I have now on campus;
my back ached, my eyes watered,
and my hands bled.
One reason I took advantage of
the chance to go to college is that!
didn't want to do that shit for minimum wage the rest of my life.
Every time I think about how
much tax I have to pay I try also to
think about how much more everything I buy would cost if everybody
in the world got paid the kind of
wage I've convinced myself I de-

serve—say at least $8 an hour, just
to "get by."
I don't really know where to begin making this kind of calculation,
but it's got to be more than $300
dollars a year.
I'm not saying paying taxes is
going to fix things. My $300 isn't
going to make life better for the
super exploited proletariat of the
world or even poor people in

The myth that
Americans are
victimized by taxes
is a. lie politicians
use to appeal to
people's most
base, greediest,
most self-centered
instincts.
America.
I'm not arguing that we should
raise taxes, or that the "welfare state"
that "failed" can redress national or
global inequality. I have as many
gripes about the way the government spends money as anybody. I'm
not claiming to be some kind of a
saint—I know what side my bread is
buttered on.
All I'm saying is that! smell a lie.
The myth that Americans are victiinized by taxes is a lie politicians
use to appeal to people's most base,
greediest, most self centered instincts.
It's like saying stubbing your toe
is as bad as getting a limb or some
other valuable bodily member
chopped off.
I've got more important things to
wony about.

Let's keep UPS secular

editorial

Weat the Trail question why
this is being allowed. Have hundreds of freshmen been running into the counseling center complaining
about lack of spiritual guidance? Have Pagan rituals become commonplace in A/L, and we haven't read about it because of some cover-up at
Security Services? And most importantly, are individuals who wish to Have hundreds of
take part in a Bible study suddenly
incapable of walking a quarter of a freshmen been run-

ning into the counselIntervarsity Christian Fellowship in ing center complainthe past?
From personal experiences, we ing about lack of
feel that one room of "Bible study 'P
frjtii'1 5U. wi &..
leaders" per residence hall is more
than enough. People who wish to
take part in such activities are more than welcome to do so, but those who
would rather do something else with their time don't need to be pressured
or guilt-tripped into doing so, something several of us recall experiencing
with annoyance. At the same time, those of us who did wish to take part
in religious activities had no problem fmding them with a mere one room
of Bible study in our whole big building.
Would any other living group be allowed to have its members on every
floor of every residence hall? Would a fraternity or sorority be allowed
to place members in a freshman residence hall? No, that would not be the
kind of "social interaction" the school would be looking for between
freshmen and upperclassmen.
We were all told when we were looking at UPS that it was a non-secular
university. When did this change? Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
members, like members of all extra-curricular groups, should be kept out
of the freshman residence halls and in a convenient location where people
can go if they wish. Anything can be bad if it is pushed on people,
including religion.

I am sure that I speak for legions
when I say thatl found one article in
last week's Trail highly offensive. I
almost think it unworthy of response,
but the article struck such a raw
nerve that! cannot live with myself
if I did not rebut. The article of
which I speak is "I know why the
bowled fish sings"by Carrie SiegeL
In what I hope will be the first in
a long series of infantile my-pet'sbetter-than-your-pet articles ending
in the phrase "nanny nanny poo
poo," I intend to systematically destroy the author's erroneous and
franidy appaling reasons to own a
fish.
As an illustrative aid, I will often
contrast fish with the animal that we
all know makes the best pet in the
whole wide world—the cat. It is
argued first that fish are good pets
because they only cost pocket
change and little more for food and
a bowl and pretty-looking rocks,
whereas a cat would cost more for

things like spaying. Well, you get
what you pay for. Of course a fish
only costs a couple dollars. All it
does is swim into things and nibble
on rocks.
A cat, however, is well worth

...this is indicative of
a grander problem,
one having to do
with the owner rather
than the quality of
the pet itself.
every penny more than one would
spend for something as mundane
and purely decorative as a fish. I, for.
one, would be perfectly willing to
shell out some extra bucks for a pet
that is smart enough to avoid running into the wall of its bowl every
two seconds.
It is also well worth the money for
a pet that lives longer than twenty
minutes after it is purchased.
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Editorial Policy

Cat lover strikes back with vengeance
BY KATE NEWMAN
Staff Writer

, M"1 on
4

Residential Programs recently announced a new policy which will
allow upperclassmen to live in all freshman residence halls. The stated
reason for this is so freshman can interact with upperclassmen and
possibly see how elder students have adapted to college life. It is also
hoped thatupperclassmen living oncampus wouldhelp build school spirit
and increase attendance at campus activities.
What isn't explained, however, is why the decision was made now, and
who requested the change. As seen by their letter to the Trail printed in
the Feb. 2, 1995 issue, the idea was brought forth by members of the
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship. They propose to have members of their
group living on every floor of every residence hail. These individuals
could provide "spiritual counsel.., '
ing" as well as answer questions
about their faith and lead Bible

I will also concede that fish are
indeed lower maintenance than are
cats, but then again, so are wall hangings and wall hangings last much
longer.
It may also be true that you can
take a fish out of its bowl and cuddle
it ifyou so desire, but you will certainly never hear a fish purr and lick
your nose as if to say, "Hi! I missed
you. You are very nice. Can I have
some food?"
Generally, all the fish will do is
flop, stare blankly at a point on the
wall, and run out of air.
Perhaps this is okay with you.
Perhaps all you want in a pet is that
it is alive, that you can call it a pet
under a loose definition, and that it is
easy and cheap. If this is the case,
fish are for you.
But this is indicative of a grander
problem, one having to do with the
owner rather than the quality of the
pet itself. The pet owner with these
priorities is obviously not concerned
with the well-being of the animal
they have chosen to share their life
with.

This pet owner is a callous, usfeeling, immoral blob.
Take, for example, the argument
that fish are easy to replace if they
die, thereby making it easy to circumvent situations where the pet
owner will have to explain death to
someone.
This is not an argument in favor of
fish buying, rather it perverts any
value and integrity that a fish might
possess.
Its existence becomes a lie, a way
for its cowardly owner to shirk their
duty as an honest, decent human
being to tell their loved one about the
things in life that just aren't fair.
Things may get rough in life, but
lying is never the answer.
So I guess there is more to this
debate than simply fish versus cat. It
is about lie versus truth, immorality
versus purity, temptation versus virme, right versus wrong, good versus
evil.
So if you can live with yourself,
go ahead, get a fish. Bu you'll be
damned to hell for all eternity.
So there. Nanny nanny. poo poo.

The Trail is published
weekly by the Associated
Students of the University of
Pu get Sound. Opinions and
advertisements do not
necessarily reflect the views
of the Associated Students,
the University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are
the opinion of the majority of
the core staff. Articles in the
opinions section are printed
at the discretion of the
Opinions Editor and do not
necessarily reflect the views
of this newspaper.
The Trail reserves the right
not to print letters over two
hundred words and to edit
any letters printed. All letters

must have a signature and a
phone number and are due
no later than Mondays at
Noon. Anonymous letters
will not be printed.
Letters may be sent to:
The Trail, University of
Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma,
WA 98416.
internet: TRAtLupsedu
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ASUPS Lectures Presents
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AMIRI ARAKA
Poet, Playwright and Political Activist. Founder and Chairman of the Congress of African People and
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the Chief Organizer of the National Black Political Convention

"Literature, Politics and the African American Experience"
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February 22, 1995
8 p.m.
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In the Great Hall
Free with UPS ID
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In celebration of Year of the African American
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Hollywood, Here We Come!!
You
I ASUPS Showcase Presents
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Tuesday, February 21
12 noon in the Great Hall
Experience a group with influences ranging from ancient
Scottish melodies to punk!

provide the plot, props and you
ARE
the director. Campus Films provides
THE
instructions and equipment to make you a
STAR!

FILMING STARTS NOW!
Sign up at the Info Center
or contact Kevin (x3656) for more info.

IThis Week at Campus Films

What's love got to do with it
The true life story of Tina Turner
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m., Sunday at 6:00 and 8:30 p.m.
Mc003
r4

Spring 1995 Crosscurrents
Only six (6) more days till deadline, folks! Don't be afraid—odds are, we've seen
worse. /lnything you can put on paper, we'll consider it ... crnd we n'iean anything:
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, grocery lists, Calculus notes. "Cute 4ncl 711,fffy 'unny"
parodies. 4J)yTH9I'k!
Still tentative? Well, how about a few helpful hints to getting published:
Naming characters in short fiction submissions after Egyptian gods and goddesses.
Jump on the new bandwagon: ALL CAPS POETRY.
Avoid vowels. They're so bourgeois.
Hot short fiction themes: gender-bending, 1979, and botulism.
Bribe core staff with lightly toasted Pop-Tarts.
When passing a core staff member on campus, make eye contact, smile, and utter the secret salutation,
"Happy Sri Lankan New Year!"
Hot poetic phrases/clauses: shake the cherry tree, well-groomed hermaphrodite, dim sum...and then some,
the hovering wasp speaks in riddles.
Bomb threats.
Treat every member of the poetry/fiction board to an Arby's supper and a showing of Adam Sandier's new
madcap comedy, Billy Madison.
If it's art you're submitting, there'd better be full frontal nudity.
i4 sample poem from last semester's Crosscurrents:
A Penny For Your Thoughts, A Dollar For A Handjob

(if
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I wish,
say-eth ein well-groomed hermaphrodite
Street performer
shake the cherry tree
sh-sh-shake it
for the children
I wish... (pause)
Mike Tyson hadn't raped
Roseanne hadn't tummy-tucked
John Leslie hadn't titty-fucked
Seka
that cool September mom
when porn was raw and uncompromising

dim sum ... and then some,
s/he utter-eth,
the pink hornet lounging
upon the davenport
And what of wasps?
The hovering wasp, it is rumoured,
speaks in riddles
more capricious than the leprechaun.
Yes, the leprechaun.
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ASUPS Showcase at Nite Presents

Saturday, Feb. 18 @ 8:00 pm in the SUB Lobby
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Technically not a baseball cap. Slightly modified style. Whatever the 3. Crew
catalogue is offering at the time.
Backpack. Originally designed by Russian military for soldiers as "in-the-field'
mobile housing.
Optional chin scruff.
Sweatshirt bearing the logo of a prestigious East Coast school possibly attended
by third cousin.
Required mug.
Practical sandals and wool socks for tepid Northwest weather.
Jeans. Whatever most of the fellows seem to be sporting.
Rock shocks.
Heavy duty $800 mountain bike advertised as "for the trails no one else can
tackle." Typical trail blazed: 0.3 miles to school and back during any given week.
Headlight, odometer, computer, etc. Odometer reads 4.3 miles.

"If I could, I would trot around the globe with these talented tramps, offering my faithful applause and warm
lap after each and every performance! I laughed, I cried, I ate three boxes of Whoppers!"
—Rex Reed, Critic for the Masses
The Combat Zone Is Intended as ntheai work and, as such
has been set oft from the rest of ttis paper. Resemblances to
any person, place,or newly elected Senator At Large without
satirical Intent are sflrictiy coincidental.
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theliall:We make the improbable highly unlikely

